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In July, twenty of those who profit the most from the
global capitalist system meet to make sure that their
world remains governable. We want to take this as an
occasion to build a large anticapitalist protest camp
in Stadtpark. We will take the space, that is taken
from us by capitalist everyday life and its capitalist
logic ever more often  whether we play by their rules
or not.
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We want to create a place that is an expression of
protest itself. A place that suggests an alternative to
capitalist everyday life that the G20 represent: a
place free of antisemitism, sexism, nationalism,
racism and other discriminating and authoritarian
behavior we encounter day to day. A place where
people can exchange, network and learn from each
other across the spectrum.
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This is also how the camp should work: self
organized and without tying participation to an
The Camp is what you assumed benefit. We respect the difference of forms
of expression and action and thus want to create a
make out of it.
space that is open for everyone  this explicitly
includes people, groups and structures that don't
Current information
fundamentally define themselves as anticapitalist.
and news:
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Everyone who wants to live and shape a life in
g20camp.noblogs.org solidarity and cooperation. We can provide the
infrastructure for cooperation, but the camp will be
an open space that lives from the everyone's
collaboration.

g20camp.noblogs.org

Everyone who wants to live and shape a life in
solidarity and cooperation. We can provide the
infrastructure for cooperation, but the camp will be
an open space that lives from the everyone's
collaboration.
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Contact:
infog20camp
@riseup.net
Donate to:

To get all of this going, we need money  because
even those who fight capitalism are subject to the
rules of the capitalist system...

So we ask all of you:

Jugend in der Welt
e.V.
▶ organize concerts, parties, bar nights
IBAN: DE14 6225
0030 0001
▶ raise money from organizations affiliated to you
8117 31
BIC: SOL ADESISHA
▶ collectively plan a Barrio to support the camp's
SUBJECT (important!):
structure
“Camp“
▶ provide materials such as tents, technical
equipment, cars, tables, sheets for banners, etc.
▶ spread the word!
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